
0.88 oz

COBRA

40038

40291

40040

40041

40042

40112

40037

   UPPER PROTECTION

   PANORAMIC VISION

   NON-SLIP BRIDGE

   COMFORTABLE, NON-SLIP STRAIGHT TEMPLES

   TEMPLE OR STRAP VERSION WITH 
INTERCHANGEABLE FOAM

   PIVOTING TEMPLES

ESSENTIAL WRAP-AROUND COMFORT
The essential all rounder with a panoramic visual field! Wrap-around fit without any visual 
interference, COBRA offers 180° vision and perfect optical quality.
The option of swapping the temples for an adjustable strap and foam seal means COBRA is a 
highly versatile model.

Microfibre pouch
40107

SUPPLIED WITH 

Adjustable cord
CORDC

Strap + foam kit
Ref. 40043



COBRA
40037  Z87 +U6  Z87 +Z94

40038  Z87 +U6S  Z87 +Z94

40291  Z87 +U6S  Z87 +Z94

40040  Z87 +U6  Z87 +Z94

40041  Z87 +U6  Z87 +Z94

40042  Z87 +U6S  Z87 +Z94

40112  Z87 +U6S  Z87 +Z94

CORDC - - -

40107 - - -

40043 - - -

bollesafety-usa.com
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ESP, Extra sensory 
Perception. an innovative 
coating to reduce
dazzle and the harmful 
affects of blue light.
ESP filters 70% of blue 
light, 64% of visible light 
and 99.99% of UVA/UVB.

ESSENTIAL WRAP-AROUND COMFORT

Clear    Anti-scratch/Anti-fog ( )

Smoke   Anti-scratch/Anti-fog ( )

Anti-scratch/Anti-fog ( )

Hydrophobic/Anti-reflective/
Anti-scratch

AS/AF

Water-repellent/ 
Anti-reflection

 Anti-scratch/Anti-fog ( )

A revolutionary coated, 
gradient lens offering better 
long term eye comfort. 
Contrast is particularly 
suited to wearers of safety 
glasses with clear lenses.
Contrast filters 99.99% of 
UVA/UVB up to 400 nm and 
over 30% of blue light.

A revolutionary coating for exceptional clarity and 
light transmission. It can be used for every type 
of job except those requiring solar protection in 
industrial fields. Unlike any other lens, wearers forget 
they are protected by the HD coating. Its visible light 
transmission rate is 96% compared with 90% for 
conventional clear lenses. Featuring a hydrophobic 
coating as standard, HD is a real polymer barrier and 
resists water and dirty marks.

COBRA 
temple version

MODEL VERSIONS REFERENCES LENS MARKING FRAME MARKING COATINGS

TECHNOLOGY

This permanent coating on both sides of the lens gives them a high resistance to scratching, to the most 
aggressive chemicals and delays the onset of fogging. In all circumstances and at all times the PLATINUM® lens 
innovation guarantees your eyes improved protection. 

This innovating coating is an effective 
solution for all activities that alternate 
exposure to bright light and low light, while 
also being suitable for extreme hot and cold 
temperature environments.
CSP is also combined with the exclusive 
PLATINUM coating that sustainably combats 
fogging.

Accessories
Adjustable cord  
(supplied with)

Microfiber pouch 
(supplied with)

Foam and strap kit 
(option)

• Crown = Manufacturer Mark
• Z87+ = Impact rated for Plano product - tested and approved
to ANSI Z81.1-2015
• Lens type
      • Clear   = none
      • Welding   = W and Shade number from 1,3 to 14
      • UV filter   = U and scale number from 2 to 6
      • Visible light filter   = L and scale number from 1,3 to 10
      • IR filter   = R and scale number from 1n3 to 10
      • Variable tint   = V
      • Special purpose  = S

• Crown = Manufacturer Mark
• Z87+ = Impact rated for Plano product - tested and approved
   to ANSI Z81.1-2015
• Country of origin = Taiwan 

ANSI: guaranteed minimum resistance of the protective eyewear  
against everyday risks including dropping the protective eyewear  
onto the ground,ageing by light exposure, exposure to heat or  
corrosion etc.

Maximum protection for glasses. Use for high speed 
particles at extreme temperatures.

Bollé Safety product approval certificates to ANSI standards
will be sent on request.

LENS MARKING FRAME MARKING

CLEANING AND STORAGE

CLEANING: The lenses should be cleaned regularly. Bollé Safety recommends  
only using the B-clean lens cleaning system.

MAINTENANCE: Pitted, scratched or damaged lenses must be replaced 
by replacing the complete product. If the frame is damaged also replace the 
complete product. After each use it is recommended to keep the glasses or 
goggles in a microfiber pouch or rigid case.

STORAGE: All products must be stored in a dry and clean environment.

The Twilight technology offers the advantages of ESP with a 
double anti-fog coating (on both sides of the lenses) to prevent 
fogging in the most challenging conditions. Designed and used 
in low light conditions, it improves contrast. Its light transmission 
rate is perfect for outdoors, particularly early morning and late 
evening. Twilight fiters 76% of blue light.

 WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm – www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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CORDC 40107 40043

- 054917277994  054917277352

3660740003500 054917277994 054917277352

- 054917277994 054917277352
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Individual plastic bag

10 safety glasses per box

200 safety glasses per outer pack

PACKAGING AND EAN 13 CODE

CHARACTERISTICS

LENSES PC - 2,2 mm - Curve 9

FRAME Nylon/PC/TPR

STRAP 15mm adjustable

FOAM COBFSPSI & COBFTPSI

SPARE LENSES Yes

Individual plastic bag

10 adjustable cord, 10 microfiber 
pouch or 20 foam and strap kits 

per inner box

100 microfiber pouch and 240 foam 
and strap kits per outer pack

PACKAGING AND EAN 13 CODE

ESSENTIAL WRAP-AROUND COMFORT


